SOC DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION IS COMPLEX

INTRODUCTION

Explore design space for complex SoC using multiple simulators

- Floor planning for components
- Yield/cost analysis
- Thermal projection and evaluation
- Power modeling
- On-chip interconnect simulation
- Etc.

Hundreds of input parameters for each of these simulators!!!
SPECIFY ONCE, USE EVERYWHERE

- # of CPU cores
- # of GPU compute units
- Physical size of a CPU die
- Clock Frequency

MIT-DSENT
GOALS

Consistency – Specify Once, Use Everywhere
– Provide a method that can drive multiple simulators with consistent common input parameters

Efficient and predictable design processes
– Spot constraints early by having common input parameters shared in “locked step”
– Avoid cross validation of configurations among different simulations to the extent possible
OUR IMPLEMENTATION

- Built a framework with different modules to drive their own simulations
- All common information is delivered as meta-data to the various simulation modules
- Provide tools to help auto-generate configuration to feed a simulator
DESIGN METHODOLOGY
“Specify Once, Use Everywhere”
A HETEROGENEOUS SOC WITH GPU AND CPU

WORKING EXAMPLE:

SoC with two interposers on a MCM
Each with a CPU and two 3D die-stacked GPU and memory
Evaluate design trade-offs through a variety of simulations
- Thermal Simulation
- Yield/Cost Analysis
- On-Chip Network Topology
- Power Projection
FLOW OVERVIEW

System Specification

Parser

Specification Object

Module 1
Thermal Modeling

Module-specific Outputs

e.g.,
HotSpot Configuration Files (.flp, .lcf, .ptrace) → HotSpot Thermal Simulator (UVa)

Module 2
In-house Yield & Cost Modeling

Module-specific Outputs

Module N
Gem5 Interconnect

Module-specific Outputs

Topology structure
Link bandwidth factor
Link weight
...

Component count
Technology node
Yield/Fault rates
...

Chip yield & cost calculation results

Component layout
Power
Material thermal characteristics
...

Component
API
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Use an xml file to describe the system with hierarchical structure

-- Easy to read
-- Easy to create

Example system configuration file

```xml
<system>
  <components>
    <component componentName="MCM" count="1"> </component>
    <component componentName="Cluster" count="2"> 
      <items>
        <item itemName="Interposer" count="1" FloorPlan="interposer.flp" LayerNo="LayerNo" elements="Interposer"/>
        <item itemName="CpuChip" count="1" FloorPlan="Cpu8Cores.flp" LayerNo="LayerNo" elements="BPred,Dec,FP,Sched,Exe,L1D,L1I,L2,L3"/>
        <item itemName="GpuChip" count="2" FloorPlan="Gpu8CU.flp" LayerNo="LayerNo" elements="CU,TCC,TSV"/>
        <item itemName="HBM" count="2" FloorPlan="HBM.flp" LayerNo="LayerNo" elements="HBM"/>
      </items>
    </component>
  </components>
</system>
```
“SPECIFY ONCE, USE EVERYWHERE”

- For example, most of the component-level resources are reusable
- Can be used across SoCs with different system-level organizations – Fast design space exploration!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory-on-logic 3D stacking?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of interposers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Memory-on-logic 3D stacking? - Memory-on-logic stacking indicates the technology used to integrate multiple layers of memory and logic into a single chip. The table shows that in two cases, this is yes, and in one case, it is no.

# of interposers - The number of interposers required for different configurations. The table indicates the number of interposers needed for each scenario.

MCM - MCM stands for Multi-Chip Module. The table shows whether MCM is present or not in each scenario.
<system>
  <components/>
</system>

<system>
  <components>
    <component componentName="MCM" count="1">
      <item itemName="Interposer" count="1" FloorPlan="interposerB.flp" LayerNo="0" elements="interposer"/>
      <item itemName="GpuChip" count="1" FloorPlan="Gpu8CU.flp" LayerNo="1" elements="CU,TCC,TSV"/>
      <item itemName="CpuChip" count="1" FloorPlan="Cpu8Cores.flp" LayerNo="1" elements="BPred,Dec,FP,Sched,Exe,L1D,L1I,L2,L3"/>
      <item itemName="HBM" count="5" FloorPlan="HBM.flp" LayerNo="2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9" elements="HBM"/>
    </component>
  </components>
</system>

<system>
  <components>
    <component componentName="MCM" count="1">
      <item itemName="Interposer" count="1" FloorPlan="interposerC.flp" LayerNo="0" elements="interposer"/>
      <item itemName="GpuChip" count="2" FloorPlan="Gpu8CU.flp" LayerNo="1" elements="CU,TCC,TSV"/>
      <item itemName="CpuChip" count="2" FloorPlan="Cpu8Cores.flp" LayerNo="1" elements="BPred,Dec,FP,Sched,Exe,L1D,L1I,L2,L3"/>
      <item itemName="HBM" count="2" FloorPlan="HBM.desc" LayerNo="1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9" elements="HBM"/>
    </component>
  </components>
</system>
Our framework enables:

- Evaluating different aspects of system with consistent inputs across simulators
- Avoiding unnecessary cross validations of input configurations
- Generating configuration files much faster without worrying about careless typos
- Exploring more system design variations utilizing many reusable components
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FLOW OVERVIEW

Component layout, power, material thermal characteristic, ...

HOTSPOT (Thermal)

Component count, areas, fault rates, ...

In-house Yield/Cost Model

Chip Yield & Cost calculation results

System Specification

topology structure, link bandwidth factor, link weight ...

parser

Gem5 (interconnect)

Gem5 Topology config file in python

parser

parser

HotSpot config files (ptrace, flp, etc)
Explore logical interconnect configurations --
Auto-generate Topology(in python) for Gem5 Simulation

```
# gem5Topology.ini
topologyType::GpuComplex mesh

meshRows::GpuComplex 4
meshCols::GpuComplex 2

L1-IRouters 2 3
L2Routers 0 2 4 6
DirRouters 3 5
```

(a) (b)
Goals

- Make sure Gem5 Simulation uses the same set of system-level input parameters that are shared among other simulators and modeling tools.
  - For example, the interconnect topology must assume 4 GpuComplex, each with 8 CUs.

- Ease Gem5 users’ burden of manually creating every single link (especially internal links) in a huge SoC system.
  - This can be done automatically for subcomponents (such as a GpuComplex in the example) that have “regular” topology structures (mesh, torus, ring, etc).
  - Also provide some APIs for gluing these “regular” topologies together → instead of dealing at the link-level, users can now create topology at the chip-level, or cluster-level.
FUTURE WORK

 Improvements
 – Extend the framework to have more modules to drive other simulations and modeling analysis; add/modify attributes in system.xml to describe a system better
 – Couple the logical design more tightly with the physical implementation of the system
   – Ex. Make sure a topology configuration is feasible on a specific layout
   – Or the other way around, make sure a layout can support a specific type of topology
 – Provide a GUI instead of a text-based interface